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Elizabeth C. F. Malcolm
Ye call it chance, who see not the great whole,
The vast mosaic stretching through the years!
Ye say the Master hand that wrought,
That limned a Calvary for all to see.
Ye say He had no pattern? O! our souls,
That breathless, in a moment full of life.
In undimmed ecstasy may float athwart the sky.
Saw ye no tapestry of this world-life,
Gleaming with somber colors, here and there,
The crimson stain of war, or glittering thread
Of gold and silver skeins entwined? Saw ye
The misty carpet indistinct, grown from a single
thread
And stretching on, dim-looming, toward the days
That are to be, and called it patternless?
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luirk or l^agttfH—Mlitrlj?
Annette Alexander
HS THE CAR came to a stop, Bob looked upand saw Dr. French smiling at him from
behind the steering wheel of his Buick
roadster.
"Good morning, Bob. If there's nothing else on
hand, how would you like to run out on a call with me?"
"Good, Doc," said Bob, as he jumped up beside
his congenial friend. "There are mighty few things
I'd rather do than go on a trip with you, you know.
Where is it this time and who's sick?"
"Carl Gray fell yesterday and has a sprained ankle
as the result. He is very anxious to be out by Friday
—big game, you know—but I doubt his being able
to walk by then."
"Surely, Doc, you don't mean that Carl Gray
can't coach that game? Why, his men will feel
lost without him and you know how much it means
to every fellow in school to win from Auburn."
"Yes, I know that," said Dr. French. "It's a bad
sprain, but I may be able to patch him up enough
for him to get there after all. By the way. Bob,
when is your dad going to get that new car he's
been telling me about?"
"You can't tell. Doc. Dad has promised us that
car for a month now, but still we haven't gotten it.
He said he wanted a Cadillac, but now he has de-
cided on a Buick I think. How do you like this
car?"
"Well, I've been in some mighty tight places with
her and she has always come out by herself. It's a
mighty fine car. Bob, and I believe he would like it,"
answered Dr. French.
"I'm crazy about 'em myself and that's what I
want him to get, but Barbara wants a Haynes, so I
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guess we'll get that. A twin sister is a fine thing, but
mine surely has her way with mother and dad. No
matter what I want, I have to take what Barbara
wants."
"She is a fine girl, Bob—one of the finest I know
—
and you ought to be proud of her," said Dr. French,
smiling.
"Thanks, Doc," said Bob. "She is a mighty good
friend to a fellow and helps me out of lots of scrapes.
Did you see her at the game last week? She had on
all that brown stuff she wears and a big yellow chrys-
anthemum that Carl Gray sent her, and she certainly
was good-looking. You know a fellow likes to have
a sis that he can be proud of, and one that the fellows
think is good-looking. You know yourself that all
the boys and girls like sis, and Carl Gray comes
regularly now. Doc."
"I'm glad it's he. Bob, for I think Gray is a fine
boy and a splendid fellow for Barbara to like."
The car came to a stop in front of a neat country
home and Dr. French got out.
"I won't be gone long. Bob. Gray is pretty blue
over the game and his accident, and a little cheering
up will do him good. Would you like to come in
with me?"
"You bet. Doc," said Bob as he bounced out of
the car, and the two went into the house together.
Dr. French found the sprained ankle to be very
much improved, and he saw no reason why Carl
couldn't go to the game. He wouldn't be able to
take his usual place as coach, but he felt sure that
he could drive his car inside of the outer lines. Then
he would be very near the diamond. It was certain,
however, that he couldn't drive the car himself.
Bob and Carl were great pals and it was onl}' natural
that Bob should get him there. His father was
just ready to buy that Buick and perhaps he would
do it in the next few days, if Bob especially needed
it. (Bob could picture a wonderful Buick—Big
Six!)
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That night, Bob related his experiences to the family
stressing very much—with a look at Barbara—that
someone had sent Carl some lovely roses. During
the evening, he mentioned the fact that it was up to
him to get Carl to the game, and suggested that there
was already a use for that new Buick.
"Bah," said his father, smiling," I bought that car
today and it'll be delivered tomorrow. Of course
you may use it Friday."
Bob smiled from ear to ear as he thought of what
a beauty it must be.
Just then the maid came in with a telegram for Bob
and the car was forgotten. Bob tore the envelope
open eagerly and smiled as he read this message
aloud. "Will pass through Blakely in car on way
to Albany Friday. Show in Albany Friday night.
Will you join our party. (Signed) Patsy Toole."
"Well, I reckon I will!" laughed Bob. "Now, you
all know that's great of Patsy to ask me. It'll be
great! Supper at the club after the show, and then
home—
"
"But, Bob," said his mother, "who is going to
bring Carl to the game? You must get him there,
you know."
Bob's face clouded for a second, then brightened,
as he said, "Why, Sis, what's the reason you can't
do it? You know you'll love to help me out, won't
you? Come now, be a good sport."
Barbara blushed and hesitated, for she knew that
people would smile to see her driving Carl Gray to
the game.
"Well, Bob, I might, but—" she began.
"Ah! Sis, please," begged Bob. "Carl will be crazy
'bout your doing it
—
you just ought to hear him talk
about you. I'll send you any kind of flowers you
want. Sure enough, Sis, please do it for me. Patsy
will be furious, after she has counted on me, and I
hate to break up her plans."
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"All right, Bob, I guess I'll do it for you," said his
obliging sister.
Her mother and father smiled.
Friday came, and the whole family saw the happy
Bob leave with Patsy and her friends in a new Haynes.
A few hours later, Barbara took her seat behind the
steering wheel of her own new car—a seven pas-
senger Haynes.
"Won't Bob be hot when he finds that Dad got the
car I wanted, instead of the one he wanted," she said
to herself.
When Bob came home the next day, he found the
entire household in a state of great excitement.
Carl Gray had found that a Haynes car was the best
place in the world to propose, and the afternoon
before had asked Barbara to marry him. She gave
him the answer he wanted, and as Col. and Mrs. Allen
were pleased, it only remained to hear what Bob had
to say. As was expected, he thought it fine and since
so much had happened in that car, he decided that,
after all, a Haynes was pretty good.
That afternoon, Bob and Barbara were sitting in
front of the library fire, talking over plans for the
future. Bob reached over and put his arm around
his sister.
"Sis," he said, "you know I like it and I hope you'll
always be happy, but I have something to tell you
about myself. You know I've been crazy about
Patsy for a long time, don't you? Well, yesterday
I managed to get up courage to ask her to marry me,
and, Sis, she said she would! I wanted to tell you
before I told mother and dad. Are you glad for me?"
"Bob, I am so very happy now that you are, too.
But tell me, why and how did you ask her yesterday?
You hadn't told me that it was as serious as that,
you know," said Barbara, laughing.
"Well, Sis, I didn't know it was, or rather I hadn't
planned to ask her then. But you see, after the show
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was over, Patsy had a terrible headache, so I offered
to drive her around in the fresh air a few minutes,
before we went to the club for supper with the others.
Before I knew where we were going, we were on that
good, cool Bluffton road. Well, the moon was beauti-
ful and the car was running along so easily, and Patsy
looked so sweet in all those furs, so I just asked her
before I had time to get scared. Isn't it a good feel-
ing, Sis?"
Barbara smiled as she nestled close to her brother.
"What kind of a car has Patsy, Bob?" she asked.
"Haynes," answered Bob, his thoughts far away.
"Isn't that a wonderful car?" laughed Barbara.
"You bet it's great, Sis," he said, laughing as he
saw the joke. "I'm crazy about a Haynes any day."
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Katherine Ellis
'VERY MAN, however humble his station
or feeble his powers, exercises some in-
fluence on those who are about him for
good or for evil."
How many of us in our daily routine pause to think
of the effect which our actions may have on the girls
around us? And if we do think of it, do we in any
way alter our actions and shape them so that the
effect will be beneficial?
No matter where we are or what we do, there is
always someone who will notice us and perhaps be
changed by association with us. For this reason we
should be careful to do only those things which are
worthy of imitation. If we yield just once to temp-
tation, it might make some other girl yield more
readily, too; and if we stand up for the right, in
questionable situations, that fact might help someone
to fix a higher standard of ideals more firmly in her
principles of daily living. Whether we realize it
or not, and although it may never have been spoken
or written, everyone of us has a creed, by which we
live from day to day. It may be merely to live so
that we may get everything and give nothing in life,
or it may be to live entirely for others, but some motive
is always behind the general trend of life and some
aim is ahead of it. Consequently, if through an action
or statement of ours someone else's faith is shaken,
it is easy to see that our one act or deed may
completely change a sentence, as it were, in the creed
of another.
"Nor knowest thou what argument
Thy life to thy neighbor's creed hath lent;
All are needed by each one,
Nothing is good or fair alone."
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The same is true when viewed from the standpoint
of the individual as the one who is changed. Our
lives are but the repetition and combination of other
lives that have gone before, and our dispositions are
strongly influenced by ,the people who are around us.
There is a time in practically every girl's life, when
she selects some character to be her ideal and example
and it is at this time particularly that she follows the
example led by that one. Perhaps you are someone's
ideal now! If so, you are being watched very closely
and your attitude toward all questions of right and
wrong is being noted. Your observer is very likely
to form the same opinions and standards which she
sees you exhibit. If, for instance, she hears you say
that you will not break a certain regulation, will she not
be more likely to take the same position? Certainly
it will be easier for her to maintain her principles
when she knows that you will do it, also.
We acquire the traits not only of one girl, but in
any close association such as we have here, we are
obliged to be influenced by the different characteristics
of many girls; and we naturally discriminate be-
tween the best and the worst. We should be careful
to select the admirable traits to imitate and to with-
stand the influence of the less desirable ones. Every
girl should be on her guard against being unconsciously
influenced by the actions of other girls.
How many of us agree, with Tennyson, that "I
am a part of all that I have met"? And if we do,
is it not worth our thought and time to be careful
about what "part" of some one else we must be?
Certainly we do not want our lives to be "a part of
all" the characteristics we have seen in others, so
we must guard against the worst and look for the
best. What characteristics in other girls do you
wish to be influenced by, and what part of yourself
is worthy for some one else to imitate?
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g>ljiima tljp Amrrtran S^jtrit
ylgwe5 Miles
OHE SCENE of 'The Spy" was laid in atime that tried men's souls and proved
their hearts. This time was during the
American Revolution, when men risked
their all for their country, and patriotism was placed
above everything else. On account of the love and
affection in their hearts, men would long to do a favor
for a friend, but honor and duty to their country re-
strained them from doing it. It was a time when men
had to put first things first, and their lives were tested
as to whether they regarded wealth above duty and
honor. This is shown by the treason of Benedict
Arnold, which was more demoralizing to the Ameri-
cans than defeat.
The American spirit is clearly revealed through
Frances, the heroine of the book. She was beauti-
ful, young, and daring, while in her heart there was
such love for her country and desire for its inde-
pendence that made her a true American. She dis-
played a beauty and innocence that penetrated to the
very hearts of the people and moved even the sternest
natures. Frances loved Major Dunwoodie with all
her heart, yet she would not consent to marry him,
when she thought that her innocent brother Henry,
a British captain, would be hung by the Americans,
because he was suspected to be a spy. Her strength
of character is shown when in the dark, chilly night,
at the risk of her own life, she sets out with beating
heart in search of the place where she suspects the
unknown hut of Harvey Birch to be, resolved to
rescue her brother at any hazzard. After having
overcome many difficulties, Frances finds the hut
and learns that the escape of her brother depends
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upon detaining Dunwoodie for two hours. One hour
of the time necessary to effect the escape remains
when Dunwoodie arrives. It is then that the tact
and skill of our heroine is revealed—when, to allow
the escape of her brother she comsents to marry Dun-
woodie immediately.
This spirit was also portrayed in the admirable
character of Major Dunwoodie. He was a noble
young major in the American army, possessing the
characteristics of faith, hope and trust. We have
said that this was a time that tried men's souls and
proved their hearts, and this was certainly true with
Major Dunwoodie. For when the brother of Frances
was captured by the Americans, Dunwoodie was
willing to die for Frances and her love, yet he could
not forget his duty and could not forfeit his honor.
But Dunwoodie still had that hope that Henry Whar-
ton would be proven not guilty; and by persevering
he won credit and honor for himself as a major, and,
more than that, he won the hand of beautiful Frances.
Harvey Birch was the incarnation of the American
spirit. He was young, noble, bold, and daring and
in the heart of this remarkable individual patriotism
was uppermost. It was his duty to learn in what
part of the country the British were making effort
to surround men, and to get possession of as many
of their secrets as possible. It is obvious that a ser-
vice like this was attended with great personal hazzard
;
for in addition to the danger of being discovered there
was the daily risk of falling into the hands of the Amer-
icans, who believed Birch to be a British spy. But
Harvey had such love for his country that he boldly
and willingly faced these dangers. That he had faith
and hope is shown in the fact that, although he was
captured several times and condemned to be hung,
he never gave up, and in the last moment he always
found some means of escape. Then, too, in Harvey
Birch there were gentleness and kindness and love for
humanity. Our admiration for this hero is at its
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highest point, when the time has come for the secret
connections between Harvey and the commander-
in-chief to cease, and when Washington ofifers to pay
him for his invalual)le service, he answers, "Do you
think that I have exposed my life and blasted my
character for money? What is there about me to
waver when such men as you risk their all for our
country. No—not a dollar of your gold will I touch
—
America has need of it all?" Thus Harvey Birch
continued to serve his country in secret and not
until his death was it kown who he was, when the
following note was found in his pocket:
^^Circumstances of political importance, which in-
volve the lives and fortunes of many, have hitherto
kept secret what this paper now reveals. Harvey
Birch has for many years been a faithful and unrequited
servant of his country. Though man does not, may
God reward him for his conduct!
George Washington.''
It was The Spy of the Neutral Ground who died,
as he had lived, devoted to his country and a martyr
to her liberties.
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©
K. B. E.
HE SOUND of the bell—7.30, too!
And up from the bed you spring,
Don blouse and skirt or anything
—
Just a sweater will do!
And then the rush—the mad, wild rush-
To reach the foot of the stair
Before the door goes to with a push,
And leaves you standing there.
Alas! Alas! "You are too late;
You should have come before.
Did you get up at six forty-five
When the gong rang at your door?"
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A WxBxt t0 Attt mmh
M. B.
'HAT is that peculiar animal?" I asked
of myself as I looked up and saw an un-
usual looking object approaching. "It
looks like an ant but it's as big as I am;
or am I as small as that?" I wondered as I saw that
the huge trees all about me were really shaped like
grass blades and weeds. I accepted this fact phil-
osophically, for I still had vivid recollections of
"Alice in Wonderland" and was really thrilled to
think that perhaps my adventures (for of course I'd
have some) would be written up and put in a Fourth
Reader, as more up-to-date reading than those of the
famous Alice.
When Mr. Ant came up with me I accosted him
courteously and, on asking the way to the nearest
village, I was told that I might accompany him,
as he was then on the way himself. As we walked
along together, I thought to impress him by my
learning and so entered into a long discourse on the
relative merits of Shakespeare's portrayal of Hamlet
and of Macbeth. On stopping for a few minutes from
sheer exhaustion of breath, not of subject matter,
I was very much astonished and concerned to learn
that the names "Shakespeare," "Hamlet," and
"Macbeth" meant nothing to this benighted creature,
and I tried in vain to remember some of the many
passages of Shakespeare I had memorized when in
high school. The only line I could recall was,
"Quoth the raven, nevermore," and as I wasn't
sure whether that was from Shakespeare, Benjamin
Franklin, or the Bible, I did not quote that.
Just here my mind was diverted from the cultural
education of the heathen by the sight of a circle
of ants surrounding a herd of little white creatures.
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When one strayed out a little way, he was promptly
hemmed in and driven back with the others. My
guide told me that these were ant cows, and that
every day they were brought out to graze in the field
of daisies. When they were stroked gently tiny
drops of sweet liquid, which the ants called "dulcis-
simum," appeared on their backs. The word sounded
vaguely familiar to me but, to save my life, I could
not think where I had heard it before. It made me
think of the old desk at school that I used to write
on, while my teacher tried vainly to initiate me into
the mysteries of the subjunctive mood. "It can't
be Latin," I thought, "for I would surely recognize
it after having studied it for five years."
While I was yet ponderng over this, we came to the
village. My companion very kindly volunteered to
conduct me around—or perhaps I had better say down,
for most of it was subterranean. I was very much
surprised to find slaves, for I had considered this
village the very acme of socialism. They had a
common granary, and I had thought that everybody
worked. These slaves came to the granary and got
food for their masters and nobody complained. As
soon as I heard this, I resolved to lead an anarchy
and get rid of this state of affairs. Surely such
intelligent people as these ants should have a real
democracy. "Down with the aristocracy, and up
with trusts and dirty politics," should be our slogan.
By the time we had finished the sight-seeing I had
mentally made myself president of that republic,
and was walking down the street with a magnificent
body-guard, while the people salaamed on every side,
and the air was rent with shouts of "Long live our
president! The brother of the people! Down with
aristocracy! etc." I was rudely awakened by a very
big-headed old ant who told us in a very military
manner that no one was allowed on the granary
precincts except between the hours of four and five
o'clock. A big-headed soldier was stationed at every
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two yards all around the granary, and it was quite
impassible for anyone to get in.
I was becoming very hungry and, as my guide
said nothing about refreshments, I felt in my pockets
to see if anything was left from my last visit to Gil-
liam's. Much to my sorrow, I found only one piece
of chewing gum. I broke it in half and gave part of
it to Mr. Ant, who declared the flavor delicious. He
immediately became more communicative and told
me that the mud sheds^ I had been seeing on the trees
were "cow sheds," that the "cow eggs" were carefully
cared for and the young were reared by the ants;
that the young ants were always given light work
to do until their skin hardened; and many other in-
teresting things, also. At last he told me, with an
air of great secrecy that they were planning a raid on
a neighboring colony. The crops were being neglected
because of lack of slaves and they were planning the
raid for that afternoon.
When I inquired about the "crops" I learned that
they had a crop called ricfe. This grows wild and the
ants clear the surrounding space of all weeds, so that
it can grow. They work the crop and harvest it
also.
I was very much excited, when my guide promised
me that I would be allowed to go with them to battle.
As the time drew nearer, I began to think of the
poor, defenseless children and old people who would
be left there unprotected, and wondered if I ought
not to sacrifice my own desires for war and stay to
protect them. When I saw the army drawn up
ready to leave I was sure that those bloodthirsty,
big-headed fellows would not need my aid. I hesi-
tated until the last battalion was leaving and then,
because I was afraid someone might misinterpret
my motives if I stayed, I went out with them. After
marching for what seemed hours to me, we came in
sight of the village. It was larger than the one we
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had left and again my thoughts turned to those
poor, defenseless children.
"We have been seen," someone exclaimed. "The
fight will be on in a few minutes."
Just then the sound of a terrific explosion came to
my ears. "Can it be a mine?" I wondered tremblingly
when
—
"Why isn't your light out?" Mrs. Slater said very
sternly.
I sat up and rubbed my eyes. My Biology book
lay on the floor at my feet.
"It's half past ten," Mrs. Slater told me as she
pointed accusingly at the clock.
"Oh, I fell asleep, Mrs. Slater, and had such an
awful dream;—and I won't know a single lesson to-
morrow
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Flossie Nairne
y^E^HERE WAS ONCE a very little Brownie
^ j who lived with his Brownie mother on
^^^^ the edge of a forest. Perhaps all little
people do not know how a Brownie looks,
so I will tell you.
He is not very tall, but has long legs and a little,
round body and head, with rather long arms like
his legs. The most curious thing about the Brownie
is that he never wears anything except brown! He
never changes his brown suit for any other even on
Sundays—as all proper little boys and girls do.
However, this is not a proper little boy; he is only a
naughty Brownie. And here comes the sad part of
my story. I am truly sorry to say that this little
elf was troublesome,—very, very troublesome, in
fact—to his dear mother. Every morning he would
slip off into the woods and never think of helping
her trim the morning-glory vines on the porch, or
scatter crumbs for the forest birds.
Brownie loved to wander off alone into the woods
and notice what changes had taken place among his
pets during the night. I am glad to say, however,
that he was not quite bad through and through
for the flowers loved him and confided many of their
secrets to him. He loved to lie on the soft cowslip
leaf in the warm sunshine, and plan what little bug
he could tease, or how many ant houses he could stir
up in confusion. When he finally thought of the most
mischievous plan, he jumped up in great glee! Over
the stumps of trees, through the bright buttercups and
waving daisies, he ran, never stopping until he
reached the desired spot!
One family of ants had become very tired of having
Brownie stir up their house in this manner, after they
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had cleaned up for the day, so they decided to give
him a scare the very next time he tried it. On that
morning when Mr. Brownie sneaked up very softly
and stuck his little nose in the ant hill to spread con-
fusion—as he thought—it was the very chance for
the ants! They all sprang for his nose and held on
just as tightly as they could! My! My! how hard
they could pull!
"Leggo," he cried, through his little nose. "Leggo.
You're hurtin' me!" Just then a breeze came by
and bjew away some of the ants.
"Thank you. Mister Breeze," said Brownie, as
politely as he could. In a minute a second breeze
followed the first, a little stronger, and blew all the
others away.
"Oh thank you, Mr. Breeze!" cried he joyfully
and then once more he went on his way.
"My son,"' said Mrs. Brownie the next morning.
"I fear something will happen to you, if you do not
stop getting into things that do not concern you."
For once Brownie looked thoughtful, but not for
long.
Soon he was racing and chasing the butterflies
and playing hide-and-seek with the friendly locusts,
but after a while, becoming tired, he dropped down
under a beautiful bluebell to rest. The faint "tinkle,
tinkle" of the pretty bluebell had almost lulled him
to sleep, when suddenly he heard a buzzing sound
coming nearer and nearer. Up he sat, just in time to
see a large bumble bee fly slowly by.
Brownie was all alert instantly and set off to follow
the bumble bee as well as he could. Sometimes, in
losing sight of it, he would stand in the cup of a tulip,
and, putting his hand behind his ears, he would listen
intently, until the heavy "buzz-z-z" led him to the
spot. Before him stood a large object into which
Mr. Bee flew! This was the time!
"How very good some honey would taste now,"
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said Brownie aloud, smacking his lips. "I'll just
reach in and get some!"
Alas, for Brownie! He heard a great noise of
buzzing at once and it seemed a if a cloud suddenly
arose around him in the air.
"Oh! oh!" cried he, as he felt the sharp stings of
the bees, "I am sorry ! I will not do it again."
"You have been sorry too often already," answered
the voice.
And then what do you think happened? The
poor little Brownie began to swell bigger—and bigger
—and bigger, until he was just a brown object with
sharp edges all over him. Then a puff of wind came
along, and blew him straight into a tall pine tree, near
by, and there he stayed!
This happened a long, long time ago, but today,
if you look closely at a pine tree, you may see the
cones with the sharp stings still sticking in them.
They are really Brownies, all because one little
Brownie was so meddlesome!
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TO THOSE WHO KNOCK
A word before you begin using that hammer on
The Focus.
I believe that there is hardly a girl in school who
realizes how little support the majority of the girls
give to their magazine. For if more girls did appre-
ciate the situation, I feel sure that more would sub-
scribe and more would contribute.
Only about one-fifth of the entire student body
is on the list of our subscribers and the number of
those who have submitted material for publication
during the past year is far less. But these girls who
do support The Focus, be it said, are the foremost
in school activities and school spirit. Are you among
them, or are you among those who lack school spirit?
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The majority of the girls do not realize what im-
portant place their magazine has in upholding the
prestige of the school. They do not realize that it
is practically the only means that our exchanges
have of judging us, and that if the magazine is not
supported it cannot reach the standard that it should,
and that consequently the reputation of our school
suffers in the eyes of our neighbors and friends.
This school has a reputation which must be upheld
by the magazine and the new stafiF hereby pledges
itself to this task. But the staff cannot make the
magazine. We are only editors and managers for
you, the student body. The staff cannot uphold the
reputation of the school without the hearty co-opera-
tion and support of every student in school. Are
you interested in what other people think of us?
If you are—and I am sure every girl is interested
—
then do your part toward making The Focus what
it should be.
You may ask, "What is my part?" Why, your
part is nothing more than to subscribe to the maga-
zine and to submit at least one contribution for
publication during the year. This is not much;
but if every girl will do her little bit, we shall have
the best school magazine published in the State
of Virginia. Before you criticize The Focus, think
of what you have done toward making it better, and
then ask yourself the question, "Am I doing my part?"
Thus the door of opportunity will open to "every
one that knocketh." Come in!
—G. L.
CONSIDERATION FOR OTHERS
Have you ever stopped to think how happy you
are when little attentions are shown you, and how
you are still happier when you show a little consider-
ation for another? A tired or lonely face will brighten
at a cheery greeting. Little things in everyday life
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do most to make us happy and contented. And
is it not happiness that every heart naturally craves?
Since there are hundreds of girls in school and each
has her individual desires and little peculiarities,
in all groups there must be regard for others. Con-
sideration begins at home in our own family circle
where we are taught by love to be considerate. Here
in school we are like a big family. Should we not be
just as considerate of one another as are the mem-
bers of a family? Should there be so much of "what
I want" and "what I think" with no thought of the
other fellow?
It does not take much effort to speak to a class-
mate as we pass her on the hall or the street. It
makes her feel more at home and better satisfied
among the great number of girls. And a girl who
has the right spirit will not pass a fellow student with-
out a friendly nod or word any more than she would a
member of her family.
Another place where consideration is needed is
the library. A few girls have been thoughtless
enough to cut articles and fashion pictures out of
magazines. When cut, these magazines are taken
out and thus many are deprived of the use of them.
Let us all remember that the magazines were put
there for all and not for a few.
And again during study period some of us, when
"feeling good," having no special studying-to do, will
laugh, talk loudly and have a jolly good time. Should
we not think of the girl, perhaps next door, who is
seriously trying to concentrate on her lesson? Then
too, after light-bell, there is often unnecessary noise,
laughing, singing, and running up and down the halls.
Of course, there is fun in it, but it is time for rest
and the majority need and want the full amount of
sleep.
There is need too for thoughtfulness among us
of room-mates in our rooms. Often we hear girls
say they cannot study at night because their room-
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mates have laughed and talked during the study
period. Then again there is that undesirable habit
of "sponging" which everyone despises, and yet some
seem to have fallen in it. What about a girl who takes
a book out of another's room, and returns it just when
it suits her or not at all? Let's not say what we
think of her! Such things will continue to happen
every day so long as we are thoughtless and incon-
siderate of others. And yet as George Eliot says,
"What do we live for if not to make life less difficult
for each other?" This beautiful ideal we can help
to make real by being a little more thoughtful in the
little things of everyday life.
—F. W.
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The following are reviews of some of the newest
books in our library:
Mrs. Humphrey Ward's "Lady Connie" is the con-
ventional lady of all romance. She is young, rich,
distinguished, beautiful, fascinating to men. Her
omnipotence in arranging the lives of other people
is matter for wonder and scepticism. She is a pleas-
ant person, and quite improbable.
—
{The Independ-
ent)
"Crimson Gardenia and Other Tales of Adventure"
is a group of short stories collected from various
magazines. The first is the story of a blas6 young
man, who believed that romance was dead, during
Mardi Gras week in New Orleans. Others that fol-
low are stories of Central America and of the far
North. Contents: "Rope's End;" "Inocencio;"
'The Wag Lady;" "Man Proposes—;" "Told in the
Storm;" "The Weight of Obligation;" "The Stam-
pede;" "When the Mail Came In;" "McGill;"
"The Brandr—(Book Rev. Dig.)
There is plenty of adventure and plenty of hardi-
hood in these tales, so many of which are concerned
with the age-long struggle of man with nature.
Mr. Beach's many admirers will doubtless greatly
enjoy this new volume from his energetic pen.
—{N. Y. Times.)
"Vivette" is a girl of many lovers, but for the purpose
of this story the number narrows down to two, the
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brothers, Austin and Dick Ware. Austin is the
brilliant, successful one of the two; Dick, hot-tempered
and passionate, is the failure. Vivette plays one
off against the other and carries the flirtation to
dangerous lengths. But in the end she makes her
choice.
—
{Book Rev. Dig)
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A recital of descriptive piano pieces was given by
Mrs. Schmidt, of the Conservatory of Music, in the
Normal Auditorium on Monday night, Feb. 5. The
program looked interesting and inviting. No com-
posers' names, nor queer titles greeted the eye.
At the beginning, Mrs. Schmidt explained that her
object in giving this recital was to familiarize the
students with the interpretation of a piece without
being hampered by the composer's name, because
so many people assume that the masters wrote only
dry and uninteresting compositions. Mrs. Schmidt
then gave little sketches to fit the character of the
piece, after which she played the number. Mrs.
Schmidt held the interest of her audience from the
beginning until the last note was struck.
Dr. Williams, representative of the State Board
of Health, gave an interesting talk at chapel on Wed-
nesday morning, Feb. 7.
On Friday evening, Feb. 9, the Glee Club, under
the direction of Miss Munoz, gave its annual "Big
Show." This entertainment was an opera in three
acts entitled "A Day in Japan."
CHARACTERS
Kitu- - Louise Garrett
Kayo. - ..Virginia Clarke
O-See-Ye Jessie Brett
Chayo. Katherine Ellis
Yamato. Julia Stover
O Hanu San _ Inza Lea
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Nora Twin - Ann Gregory
Dora Twin- - Blanche Jones
Miss Knowall - Mary Booker
PART I
"Beloved, Come Back" .0 Hanu San
PART II
"Marseillaise" French Group
"God Save the King" ...English Group
"Ki-mi Ga-a Yo-o-wa"
Japanese Dances
Parasol and Fan
Hollyhock
Wisteria
Cherry Blossoms
Butterflies
"Sing 0-Hay-O" -- Chorus
"Thanks to You" O-Hanu-San
"The Soldier and the Artist" ...Kitu
0-Hanu-San and Chorus
"Garland Song" ...Chorus
"Whatever Shall I Do" Chayo
"Lamentation" O-See-Ye
"Beautiful Flowers" O-Hanu-San
"Lullaby" -- -Chorus
PART III
"We are not Finished Yet". Nora and Dora
"When I was a Girl" -Miss Knowall
Fan and Parasol Dance
"Cheres Mademoiselles"
Miss Knowall and Parasol Japs
"Who'll Buy My Lavender".... Kate Bennett
"Fairy Song" English Group
"Where the River Shannon Flows"....Mabel Barnes
"Rory O'More" English Group
"Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes"
Mabel Barnes and English Group
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"Gods in Drowsy Temples Hide" 1
"Put On Your Gayest Kimono" V .0-See-Ye
"Wake, O Hanu San" j
"Come to the Garden" O Hanu San
Chrous. -Glee Club
Accompanists: Miss Helen Coverston, Miss Barton
The music for this opera was written by Charles
Vincent, composer of the Spanish Opera given last
year by the Glee Club, and was adapted by Miss
Munoz to the voices of the Glee Club.
The costuming was brilliant and the stage setting
a work of art. The audience was transplanted into
the midst of the beautiful Japanese springtime, with
its wisteria, hollyhocks and pink cherry blossoms.
The Glee Club is better this year than ever before
and this was the most elaborate entertainment they
have ever staged.
The Annual election for officers of the Y. W. C. A.
was held on Wednesday night, February 14. The
following officers were elected for the coming year:
Advisory Board . . . Miss Coulling, Miss Neill
Annual Member Gertrude Lee
President Melville Fagg
Vice-President Margaret Alexander
Recording Secretary Laura Meredith
Corresponding Secretary .... Irving Blanton
Treasurer Jessie Brett
Librarian Ida Wessells
Mr. Oscar Seagle, the famous baritone, sang in the
Auditorium, Friday, February 2. He was accom-
panied by Mr. Henri Dearing, who enriched the
songs greatly.
The first numbers on the program were a group of
fascinating French songs, sung in the French language.
The next number was a delightful little Irish song,
which he sang in true Irish brogue. The German
songs were beautiful, and the entire audience was
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enraptured when he sang "Nachtigall," by Brahms.
The numbers we loved the best, tho', were the South-
ern melodies, "Dixie," "Carry me Back to Old
Virginia," and "Let Miss Lindy Pass."
Mr. Seagle has a very strong personality and when
he is singing he carries his hearers into ecstasies of
rapture. The singer and his voice will always be
recalled with satisfaction by those who heard him.
Coming to the Normal Auditorium — the V. P. I.
Glee Club Entertainment on February 23.
Sheridan's "School for Scandal," presented by the
Devereux Players on February 28. Third Lyceum
number on March 2.
The following officials have been elected for the
Literary Societies this term
:
CUNNINGHAM
President Conway Howard
Vice-President Shannon Morton
Recording Secretary Cornelia Parker
Corresponding Secretary Lucille Batton
Treasurer Hattie Robertson
Critic Kate Wooldridge
Censor Bettie Board
Reporter Victoria Vaiden
PIERIAN
President Gertrude Criser
First Vice-President Virginia Mayo
Second Vice-President Florence Smith
Corresponding Secretary Jerome Peck
Recording Secretary Mildred Lee
Treasurer Louise Bush
Censor Marguerite Wyatt
Reporter Melville Fagg
Critic ....,.,.,,,. Jessie Brett
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ATHENIAN
President Florence Buford
Vice-President Marian Linton
Corresponding Secretary Helen Cahill
Recording Secretary Esther Covington
Treasurer Kate Pannill
Critic Rosalie Main
Censor Jessie Kellam
Reporter Kathleen Wimbish
ARGUS
President Mary Ellen White
First Vice-President Verna Marshall
Second Vice-President .... Josephine Cleaves
Corresponding Secretary . . . Ernestine McClung
Recording Secretary Lucille Read
Treasurer Edith Miles
Critic Katherine Riddle
Censor Rille Harris
Reporter Frances Robertson
WHAT THE NORMAL SCHOOL IS DOING FOR
THE BELGIAN RELIEF FUND
"In the name of God the Father let us stop
the slow starvation of one million Belgian children."
Three weeks ago this appeal, which came out through
theLiterary Digest, was brought before the student body
by Dr. Jarman. It was at once taken up by the presi-
dents of the different classes and discussed more fully
in each individual class. Four days later the following
reports were given: Senior Class, $150; Junior Class,
$350; Fourth Year Class, $36; Third Year Class, 5519.
Taken as a whole the faculty. Home Department and
students of both the Normal and Training Schools
have contributed about $700 to this worthy cause.
This fund is still growing! Almost daily it receives a
donation from one of the many organisations in school.
Since the diplomatic relations between Germany
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and the United States have been severed, we do not
know what may be the fate of these innocent Belgians,
but we still feel that they are ours.
— E. G. M.
In Memory of
"GYP"
Our Beloved Friend
Died January 22, 1917
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%xt at MiBS
Willis—What kind of a school is your son attending?
Gillis—Very fashionable—one of those institutions
where you develop the mind without using it.
—
Life.
Hollow Hopes—Never despair. Somewhere beyond
the clouds the sun is shining.
"Yes, and somewhere below the sea there's solid
rock bottom. But that doesn't help a man when he
falls overboard."
Refer to Mr. Lear for proof that man at one time
could not talk.
Refer to Mr. Coyner for methods in kissing.
"He kissed her on the cheek;
It seemed a germless frolic
—
He's been laid up for a week,
They say with painter's colic."
"So she refused you a kiss on sanitary grounds, eh?"
"Certainly, until I convinced her that a burning
kiss would kill microbes."
—
Exchange.
In Senior Nature Study:
Mr. Eason (calling roll)—Misses Board, Cooke, and
Daniel are absent. Where is Miss B ?
Class—On the way to class Miss C fell and
sprained her amkle. Miss B went up with her.
Mr. E. (smiling)—Did she go as the doctor?
Class—No; she went as the ambulance.
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Mr. E.—Some one tell what an animal is.
Senior (struggling to draw definition between animal
and plant life)—Everything that breathes and has
eyes are animals.
Another Senior—Potatoes have eyes.
Mr. E (seating the class alphabetically—First,
Miss Darden, then Miss Dear—and
Miss D (haughtily)—D-e-r-r—Derr.
Mr. E Well, class, it's a good thing I did not
say Anna Dear.
Dr. C. Alphonso Smith, of the University of Vir-
ginia, in a recent after-dinner speech, according to the
Philadelphia Record, told the following story
:
A Creole friend of mine was giving French lessons to
an Englishman, who in turn taught him English.
After a lesson one day the Englishman said,
"Come 'round to see me some time and talk English
with me. That's the way to learn it."
"I will come viz plaisir," responded the Creole, "but
I have ze fear zat I cockroach upon your time."
"You mean hencroach," corrected the Englishman.
"Ah, yes, I always get ze gender wrong."
Cookie—Miss Allen, our room is so small we have to
go out in the hall to change our minds.
Miss Allen—You must be mighty broadminded.
All girls wishing to become Red Cross nurses go to
the recruiting station and sign up. The station is at
the book-room in charge of Miss Maud K. Taliaferro.
On the Junior English test they were asked to give
the gender and its opposite of spinster and monk.
On Blanch S's paper—Spinster, masculine; spin-
steress, feminine.
On John D's paper—Monk, masculine; monkey,
feminine.
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Things never seen or heard
:
A cough drop.
A rubber band play.
A cake walk.
A basket bawl.
A banana split.
An ear ring.
A sea squall.
—
Exchange.
He met her in the meadow,
When the sun was sinking low,
She walked along beside him
In the twilight glow.
She waited patiently 'til he let down the bars,
Her eyes beaming radiantly as stars,
She neither smiled or thanked him.
For she knew not how
—
For he was only a farmer lad,
And she, a Jersey cow.
— Exchange.
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lExrljattg^s* * ^rxtwnntipvi *
The January issue of The Hampden- Sidney Magazine
might have a few more short stories, but on the whole
it seems to be very well rounded. The essay on
"America and the European Immigrant" shows an
excellent knowledge of one of the most important
questions of the day and a clear understanding of the
great problems involved. "College Fools" is de-
cidedly to the point and may be read profitably.
TheBlue andGold.— This magazine vividly portrays
the interesting news of the school, but gives too much
space to this subject, thereby neglecting the Literary
Department. No place is given to athletics and there
are very few exchanges.
The Richmond College Messenger is one of the best
magazines that comes to us this month. It is distinc-
tive, owing both to its cover and contents. We are
especially impressed with the number and quality of
the essays and poems contained in this issue. The
poem, "Be Thou With Us" has a depth of feeling which
makes it both forceful and worth-while. In "The Still
Small Voice" there is a delicacy of touch and fineness of
expression which is unusual and satisfying. The
essays in this number are particularly noteworthy
since they show careful thought and study, while the
two short stories relieve the serious atmosphere of the
magazine. However, we wish to suggest that one or
two well-written sketches would be valuable contribu-
tions to the publication.
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The next magazine that claims our attention is The
William afid Mary Literary Magazine. The usual lack
of poetry is not felt in reading the magazine this month
and the two poems found in your publication certainly
belong in the list of those deserving credit. "Henry
Timrod, Lyric Poet of the South," is, perhaps, the best
essay contained in the number. It makes us feel that
"to his poetic mission he was faithful to the end."
"A Fruitless Case" is a story with an unusual plot well
worked out. The local color in the story makes it
especially interesting and enjoyable.
Don't you think that a joke department would add
to the interest of your magazine?
We acknowledge with thanks the following exchanges
:
The Missile; State Normal Magazine; The Tattler;
The Record; Woman's College Journal; The Student;
The Era; Talisman; Sweet Briar Magazine; Palmetto
and Pine; Stampede; and Southwest Standard.
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A DVERTISEMENTS
VIRGINIA CAFE
PROMPT SERVICE
POLITE ATTENTION
307 Main St. - - - FARMVILLE, VA.
PHONE 229
Farmville Pharmacy
INCORPORATED
^^e ^exall Store
A Registered Druggist Always in Charge
Our line of Stationery and Toliet Articles is un-
excelled in the city
COLD AND HOT DRINKS AT THE FOUNTAIN
CUT FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
CALL ON US OR TELEPHONE NO. 56
ADVERTISEMENTS
R. W. Garnett & Co.
Leaders of Fashion in Ladies'
Tailored Suits and
Millinery
Agents for the famous guaranteed BLACK CAT
HOSIERY, the DREW SHOE and the best MIDDY
SUITS on the market.
Our aim is to serve you. If we haven't what
you want we will get it quick.
// It Is
SODA WATER OR ICE CREAM
// // Is
NORRIS or HUYLER'S CANDIES
// n Is
BASEBALL or TENNIS GOODS
You will find them at
C. E. Chappell & Go's
FARMVILLE, VA.
A DVERTISEMENTS
W. J. HILLSMAN
Dry Goods, Notions, and
Dealers in Ladies' Ready-
to-Wear Garments : : ::
LADIES FINE SHOES A SPECIALTY
( "REGAL," "The Shoe That Proves,"
AGENCIES \ "THE SOROSIS" :::::«
( PETER'S Solid Leather Shoes & &
The teachers and scholars are invited to inspect
our lines
W. J. HILLSMAN
School and Cliurcli Furniture
MAPS, GLOBES, CHARTS, LIBRARY BOOK
CASES, WINDOW SHADES, OLD DOMINION
PATENT HEATING AND VENTILATING
SYSTEMS. WATER COOLERS, WIRE WINDOW
GUARDS. SCHOOL DESKS. BLACKBOARDS.
Write for Catalogue
Virginia School Supply Co.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
A DVERTISEMENTS
Martin Printing Company
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS
Lowest Prices Consistent with High-Class Work
Programs, Booklets, and Colored Work our specialty.
Perforating, Staple-Binding, Designing; Printed and
Engraved Visiting Cards. Special rates to S. N. S.
"HAVE MARTIN PRINT IT"
PHONE 160 FARMVILLE, VA.
Are You Hungry, Girls?
If so, it is your own fault, because D. W. Gilliam's
store is just across the street, supplied with
All Kinds of Good Things
D. W. GILLIAM
^W. "T. DOYNE
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
AND FURNITURE DEALER
Full line of FURNITURE, PICTURES
GRAPHOPHONE RECORDS, &c.
TRY ME BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE
^T[ To give a book is to enrich the receiver
^1 permanently; to put into his or her posses-
sion something which leaves a residuum of
pleasure long after the particular day on which
it was received has been forgotten.
—
H.W. Mabie
XHE BAKKR & TTAYLOR CO.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN THE BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
3S4 4th Ave. NEW YORK At 26th St.
ADVERTISEMENTS
GO TO
Garland & Mcintosh
For Toilet Articles
Kodaks, Films and Supplies
Monogram Literary Paper
The Best $i Fountain Pen Made
Visiting Cards Engraved
YOU WILL FIND
WHAT YOU WANT HERE
Normal School Supplies
Make Wade's Your Headquarters
CONFECTIONERIES, FRUITS
STATIONERY, CANNED GOODS
OLIVES, PICKLES
Hot and Cold Fountain Drinks
WAITING TO SERVE YOU
A. V. WADE
A D VE RTISEMENTS
MISSES DAVIDSON
CLOAKS AND SUITS
DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
You are cordially invited to inspect our stock
Main Street FARMVILLE, VA.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF NORMAL
SCHOOL JEWELRY. YOUR ORDERS
SOLICITED FOR CLASS AND SOR-
ORITY PINS. RINGS, AND
JEWELRY
MARTIN BROS.
FARMVILLE :-: :-: :-: :-: VIRGINIA
Farmville Home Bakery
J. G. SHANNON
MANUFACTURER OF WHEAT, GRAHAM AND
RYE BREADS, ALSO PIES, CAKES,
COOKIES, ROLLS, CANDIES, Etc.
Dealer in Canned Meats
Special Orders Given Prompt Attention
LET THE AIM OF EVERY TEACHER
be to advance the material as well as the
educational interests of the communities
in which they work. One of the best ways is to
teach children to save their earnings and become
independent.
First National Bank
FARMVILLE : : : ; VIRGINIA
ADVER TISEMENTS
COLUMBIA GRAFONOLAS
EDISON DIAMOND DISC PHONOGRAPHS
Sanford'S
S. N. S. Headquarters
WHITMAN'S CANDIES
"Meet Me at the Fountain"
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, which is
affihated with the S. N. S., offers unusual
advantages to Music students. The courses
are arranged to meet the needs of the Normal stu-
dents, and each teacher adapts the material to the
individual pupil. The special aim of the Conserv-
atory is to advance the standard of Music in Virginia,
and its many Certificate pupils who are teaching
throughout the State are assisting in this work.
Particulars can be obtained by writing to the
Director.
A DVERTISEMENTS
''GET IT AT WHITENS''
REGISTERED PHARMACISTS
White Drug Company
Established in 1868
^^The Confidence of the Community
for Nearly Half a Century.^*
FARMVILLE -:- -:- VIRGINIA
MRS. L . L. K E I S T E R
DBALBR IN
Dry Goo ds, Notions, Fancy Goods
AND LADIES' GOODS GENERALLY
Farmville - Virginia
A DVERTISEMENTS
IF SEEKING ADVICE
—ON—
The Latest and Most Up-to-Date
MILLINERY IDEAS
—CALL ON—
Miss Clara Wesler
io6 1-2 Third Street
A FULL LINE OF THE MOST STYLISH
HATS AL\A/^AYS ON EXHIBITION
THE
Planters Bank of Farmville
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital Stock $50,000.00
Surplus (Earned) 70,000.00
Fifty years of experience enables this bank to offer
a service and security that is unexcelled
WALKER SCOTT, Cashier
A DVERTISEMENTS
Baldwin's Department Store
WE have the largest store and the biggeststocks. Everything that is UP-TO-
DATE in Notions, Dry Goods, Shoes,
Millinery, and Ready-to-Wear Goods. Our
prices are lower, and Quality Best. Warner's
Rust-Proof Corsets, Buster Brown Hosiery,
Newest and Best in Ladies' Suits, Skirts and
Rain Coats. We make a specialty of Ready-
to-Wear Goods.
R. A. BALDWIN & SONS, Inc.
QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE STORE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Refunded
We invite you to inspect our stocks.
Barrow Coal Co.
Dealers in Raven Red Ash, Splint
Pocahontas and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite All Sizes.
FARMVILLE - - VIRGINIA
CARRY YOUR SHOES TO THE
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
WHERE THEY USE THE BEST
LEATHER AND WORKMANSHIP
We Can Fix Them While You Wait
A DVERTISEMENTS
State Normal School
for Women
Farmville : Virginia
Graduates of accredited four-year high schools
are admitted without examination to the Junior
Year of any of the following courses:
PROFESSIONAL COURSE I, leading to Kinder-
garten work.
PROFESSIONAL COURSE II, leading to Primary
work.
PROFESSIONAL COURSE III, leading to Inter-
mediate and Grammar Grade work.
PROFESSIONAL COURSE IV, leading to High
School work.
PROFESSIONAL COURSE V, leading to work in
Rural Graded Schools.
Courses I, II, III and V are two-year courses;
Course IV is a three-year course.
State students who pledge themselves to teach
for two years in the public schools of Virginia pay no
tuition. J. L. JARMAN, President.
For catalogue, address, Registrar,
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL FOR WOMEN
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
A DVERTI SEMENTS
Patronize Your Advertisers
BUY OF us
OLIVES
PICKLES
CANNED GOODS
CAKES AND CANDY
FRUITS
Hot Peanuts all the time
All kinds of Shelled Nuts
Chas. Bugg & Son
THE PURE FOOD STORE
Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VA.
Under Supervision of the U. S. Government
STRONG AND PROGRESSIVE
Prompt and Efficient Service
We Invite Your Account
G. M. Robeson, Pres't E. T. Bondurant, V.-Pres't
J. L. BUGG, Cashier
ADVERTISEMENTS
Springtime's Favorite-Suinmer's Delight
Tlie Garment for Girls
An <'Old School Brand"
IDDY BLOUSE Alfophlir^M
MANUFACTURED BY
Style, Fit, Quality Guaranteed.
Old School Brand Middy Blouses
are made in full regulation style, of
the beet white galatea, with navy
blue galatea collars and cuffs, em-
blems, etc., in all sizes up to 42 at
59c. Same blouse with fast color,
all wool, navy blue collar and
cuffs, special 85c,
We Deliver Mail Orders free any-
where. Write for samples of
materials
"ALTSCHUL'S"
317-319 Church Street NORFOLK, VA.
MOVIES
PARAMOUNT AND OTHER
GOOD FEATURES
OPERA HOUSE
Shows at 4.30 and 7.30 P. M.
BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!
"DOOKS of all kinds. For the Class Room, the Home
^ Circle, the Farm, the Pupil, the Teacher. Books
pn Methods of Education a Specialty :: :: ::
The MacMillan Company
PUBLISHERS - NEW YORK
Representative, W. S. GOOCH, University, Virginia
ADVERTISEMENTS
Queen Quality Shoes
fit well, feel well, wear
well. Designs built for
women, to please women
and demanded by women
the world over. $3.50 to
$5.00
We also carry a com-
plete line of NIAGARA
SILK HOSIERY—always
the Best.
Richardson & Cralle
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
H. LINDSEY & COMPANY
Dry Gleaners FARMVILLE, VA.
We are the exclusive cleaners for the Normal School
students. Our Modern Plant assures you that the best results
in Dry Cleaning are obtained at all times. Our garments are
finished on the American Steam Press, which is absolutely
sanitary. Call for our agent at the school. All work called for
and delivered promptly. WE CLEAN ANYTHING.
MAKE AND HOLD TRADE
BEGAUSE: Customers have learned to recognize
the two vital points in purchasingDry Goods, Notions,
Shoes, and Suits—Wearing qualities and distinctive
patterns that please.
N. B. DAVIDSON
FARMVILLE : VIRGINIA

